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I
THE IDEA
OF INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY WORK
You can join in helping communities in developing countries by becoming involved
in voluntary work for development, which is one of the forms of international
voluntary work.

In the wake of World War I, private or

European Voluntary Service projects are

ganisations in Switzerland initiated the

implemented under the EU’s Erasmus+

first programmes to bring together young

programme for 2014–20. In 2015, the

people of different nationalities for volun

European Union rolled out the EU Aid

tary work aimed at helping those in need.

Volunteers programme. In the space

The establishment of supranational

of five years, EU Aid Volunteers plans

institutions further spurred the develop

to involve over 18,000 volunteers in

ment of international voluntary work.

humanitarian aid.

UNESCO was the first such institution
to play a major role. In 1970, the United
Nations Volunteers programme was set
up within the United Nations system. In
the 1990s, the Council of Europe and the
European Commission became engaged
in international volunteerism. Currently,
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II
POLISH AID VOLUNTEERING

PROGRAMME
(wpp)
Since 2008, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has been offering a volunteering
programme to those who want to work as volunteers in the world’s poorest
countries. Since Polish law does not permit allocating funds to natural persons,
grants for volunteering projects are awarded to Polish NGOs.
The Polish Aid Volunteering Programme is based on a contest procedure that
serves to select the best projects for co-financing. The MFA awards grants,
defines standards to be met by Polish and foreign organisations taking on
volunteers, ensures training for volunteers, and monitors how the projects are
implemented.
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TO JOIN IN THE POLISH AID VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME
YOU SHOULD:

①
be of age, have Polish citizenship, and enjoy full public rights;

②
have at least general secondary or vocational secondary education
(if you choose a long-term volunteering programme);

③
have role-specific education and at least five years of on-the-job experience
(if you choose a short-term volunteering programme);

④
speak the receiving country’s language or a language
that will allow you to communicate on the ground;

⑤
be in good health.

Note: unlike many other foreign volunteering schemes available to Polish nationals, the
Polish Aid Volunteering Programme sets no upper age limit.
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WHAT DESTINATIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU
UNDER POLISH AID VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME
The Polish Aid Volunteering Programme has so

due to on-going military conflicts or their high

far enabled the implementation of projects in

likelihood.

over 100 partner countries, i.e. all the countries

In 2008–2015, the Polish Aid Volunteering

that are recipients of Official Development

Programme sent about 250 volunteers to the

Assistance (ODA, according to the OECD

world’s 43 poorest countries to carry out 165

Development Assistance Committee list) and

projects. The MFA allocated over PLN 7 million

have not been excluded from the MFA call for

to these projects.

proposals (in 2015, this applied to 33 countries)

POLISH AID VOLUNTEERS IN 2008–2015
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HOW LONG CAN YOU WORK ABROAD UNDER POLISH AID
VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME?
YOUR VOLUNTEER WORK CAN BE:
LONG-TERM
when you have worked abroad for at least 3 months;
SHORT-TERM
when you have worked at least 6 weeks and no longer than 3 months in the
receiving country. As part of one project, you can also go two or three times to
the same place, providing your first uninterrupted stay is at least 21 days long.
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WHAT KINDS OF PROJECTS CAN YOU IMPLEMENT UNDER POLISH AID
VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME?
YOUR PROJECT MUST

① be consistent with the objectives of Poland’s development cooperation;
② concern development – for eligibility criteria of official development assistance,
please go to: http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/34086975.pdf

③ form a finished and consistent whole, and describe results achieved upon
the conclusion of the project.
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN THAT VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
SHOULD CONCERN DEVELOPMENT?
In 2008–2015, participants of the Polish Aid

As of 2016, it will be the Sustainable Develop

Volunteering Programme have been expected

ment Goals that will serve as the reference

to implement development projects, i.e. act to

point for Polish Aid Volunteering projects.

eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, ensure

Your work should produce sustainable

universal primary education, promote gender

results that will outlive the project itself. That’s

equality and social advancement of women,

because you will not only be responding to

improve healthcare for children and mothers,

immediate needs of a local community, but

limit the spread of HIV/AIDS, malaria and other

also sharing your experience and skills with

dangerous diseases. In other words, to pursue

local partners, so that they will be able to deal

the Millennium Development Goals which

with their own problems once you have left.

189 UN Member States adopted during the
Millennium Summit in 2000.
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HOW TO BECOME POLISH AID VOLUNTEER EXPLAINED STEP BY STEP
Results of the Polish Aid Volunteering Programme call for proposals are posted at
www.polskapomoc.gov.pl i www.msz.gov.pl.

① REGISTER at:
https://portal.polskapomoc.gov.pl/register/Volunteer/.

② FIND A SENDING ORGANISATION
For help, head to the repository of completed projects at
www.polskapomoc.gov.pl.

③ GET IN TOUCH with a partner organisation in the country where
you want to carry out your project. Remember that the country must
be included in the OECD DAC list of official development assistance
recipients. Make sure your partner is a reliable organisation, as your
safety and sustainability of your work will depend on it. For a list of
countries valid for 2014–16, go to: http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/
daclist.htm.

④ PROPOSE, how you can contribute to improving living conditions
of the local community in your selected country. Then, working together
with the sending and partner organisations, draw up a volunteering
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project. The project should reflect your experiences, educational
background and interests; it should also correspond with the objectives
of Poland’s development cooperation.

⑤ Together with the sending and receiving organisations,
COMPLETE THE APPLICATION form according to the rules of
the Polish Aid Volunteering Programme call for proposals, posted
at www.polskapomoc.gov.pl. Only a sending organisation that has
indicated a specific volunteer can file a grant application with
the MFA via the website https://portal.polskapomoc.gov.pl.

⑥ After your project has passed the first stage of the contest, you
WILL HAVE TO PARTICIPATE IN TRAINING COURSES organised
by the MFA. Visit http://elearning.gdrg.pl/ for topics prepared for
volunteers who participated in the 2014 programme.

⑦ ONCE YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE MFA TRAINING COURSE
with a pass mark, no health reasons prevent you from travel, you can
prove having completed basic first-aid training with a certificate, and
you have signed an agreement with the sending organisation – you are
just one step away from joining the ranks of Polish Aid volunteers.

⑧ LAST STEP: your sending organisation concludes a grant
agreement with the MFA.
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EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVE
After returning home, a volunteer can imple-

educational initiative, remember about the

ment an educational initiative in the framework

rules laid down in the code on images and

of the Polish Aid Volunteering Programme

news items concerning developing countries,

project, provided that it was included in the

which describes ethical rules of reporting

original project application.

about such countries. For a full text of the

The initiative will allow you to share your
experiences and the knowledge you have
gained about the problems which residents
of developing countries are confronted
with on a daily basis. While preparing your

code, visit: https://www.polskapomoc.gov.pl/
Global,Education,165.html.
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